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The French From A to Z is one of the best books for beginners, with hundreds of lessons, quizzes,
and test at your fingertips. It includes a lively audio section with pronunciation by native speakers,
and extensive grammar notes. Youll be writing and speaking French in no time. Compose a short

essay in French before you head to France. Practice on your smartphone before you leave. When you
find yourself stuck, use the free grammar-referencing, game-style Anki flashcards and practice

quizzes to get you started again. Raise your level. If youre a native speaker, youre learning French
because you love it. If youre learning French because you want to improve your professional or

social opportunities abroad, raising your level isnt an option; its something to be done before you
leave. You need to focus on the basics, to master the vocabulary and grammar structures essential
for daily-life communication in this fantastic language. Whats exciting about French is that there is
no one way to learn it. Theres no single, fixed textbook or set of books to follow. Rather, you can

choose to study French the way you want to. You can follow a textbook and practice exercises or you
can dive into the language through conversation and immersion. You can spend weeks memorizing

verb tables or you can study for 15 minutes each day and move on to the next day. For the beginner,
Impress Press has created the French from A to Z Book. This A to Z covers fifty-two vital keywords,

alphabetically organized and generally introduced by verbs, nouns, and adjectives. The first chapter
focuses on grammar, and includes a chart listing all the French personal pronouns and their

grammatical gender.
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The following table is a brief outline of the five chapters of Frontieres saisonniene, Marie-Claire
Massot edition. Best of all, this bilingual dictionary is in form of a phrasebook, making it not only
comprehensive, but easy to use as well. The Idiom box on the right will allow you to search its

entries, and the 2-column format should make it easy to locate whatever youre looking for. This book
looks great, but does not maintain the high editorial standards of the rest of this series. Its useless if
youre looking for information on the cantons of Switzerland, and the appendix, which is intended to

be read after the body of the book, is largely missing everything I was hoping to find in it. A very
disappointing inclusion that detracts from the rest of this attractive and useful volume. Another

useful aspect of this dictionary is the appendices, which includes a glossary of abbreviations, phrases
and definitions in English and French, a pronunciation guide, a section on making French speaking
films, and a folding pocket with game, a lyrics and a map of the cantons. This pocket, which cannot
be folded, is actually held inside the main dictionary which means that you need the dictionary itself
to open it. Like all good dictionaries, this one has a Word List, a Definition box for each word, and an

Expression box for each example. Its other handy features include Hypertext links throughout the
main dictionary to the specific pages in the appendices, and search functions throughout the entire
book. You can also search on words by their pronunciation, and this same function is available in the

Expression box. 5ec8ef588b
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